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1. INTRODUCTION

Strings [\] can propagate on a background of milllets candansatei

only if conform* 1 lnvarltnce on the world sheet holds. It it veil known by

now that there are several distinct but equivalent ways at deriving the

constraints on such backgrounds. Far example, tha original derivation of

tha equations Involved calculating the beta function in tha two-dimensional

field theory and requiring it to vanish [2], An alternate approach [31 !•

to insist on the parturbativa unitarlty of the S-matrlx of tha theory in the

presence of an arbitrary background. This also leads to tha same equations

on the backgrounds as the previous approach. Intuitively, the equivalence

can ba understood simply because the requirements in these two cases are

statements about the conform*1 invariance of tha theory.

Conformal invarianca of the classical theory, on the other hand,
gives rise to the BRSX charge, Q B S S T • Furthermore, the nilpotency of this
charge not only assures the confonul Invariance of the quantum theory but
also guarantees its unltarity simultaneously {4]. It is natural, therefore,
to expect that tha nilpotency of Q B R £ T glvas the correct field equation* for
the background. It has been shown recently [4] that this is Indeed the
case for a closed bosonic string.

Although one would (naively) expect that the g-function of the

theory remains unaffected by tha string loop corrections [5], explicit

one-loop computations seam to indicate that tha loop corrections change

the background equation [6,7], For example, the gravitational equation

becomes

R a G

or at the linearised lavel

(1)

Here the second equation is a linearized form of the full equation and a
is a constant whose exact value is obtained from a Teichrauller integration
over the torus [8].

If we could define QRDST on the torut with an appropriate normal
ordering, than the loop corrected equations can ba obtained from the
nilpotency condition. Thi» is a question which merits attention and is now
under study [9]. However, one could also ask a different question, i.e.
what is a QnDgiji whose nflpotency would lead to the loop corrected equations (1)1
Furthermore, what is an action which would give rise to such a QgRgT?
Clearly, these would represent effective objects which incorporate the
corrections of string one. loop. In this letter we give the effective
with the o-model action and discuss some consequences.
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE EFFECTIVE Q B R S T AND THE ACTION

For simplicity let us consider a closed bosonic string propagating

on a gravitational background with the linearized metric. The o-model

action is

G (X) = n + h (X)uv u\> uv

(2)

In writing the action in Eq.(2) we have used the conformal gauge for the

world sheet metric. Furthermore, we also assume that the flat background

string theory is consistent, namely that D - 26 and a1 = 1. Let us first

calculate the background equation without taking the string loop into

account.

The string constraints, in the presence of the background, can be

derived from the action in Eq.(2) and have the form (4]

" X Gva ( X ) )

(3)

Here u is the momentum canonical to X , Further, the primes and dots

denote derivatives with respect to the a and T co-ordinates of the world

sheet.

In general IT is a complicated function and consequently the

canonical Poisson brackets are not easy to handle. One can, however,

simplify things by going to the interaction picture: (we drop the suffix

"int")

¥ = X

I (%vPV -

0

0 ,

where we have expressed the constraints in terms of the Fubini-Veneziano

functions [10]

- x'u)

(5)
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The BRST charge can now be defined as

QBRST d<T : (LC (6)

vhere C, C's are ant icoimnuting ghost variables and n.n's are their

canonical corresponding momenta. Using the well-known contraction [10]

for the Fubini-Veneziano fields, it is easy to show that

(for details see [41). Consequently, the nilpotency of

= 0

which in the gauge we are working in is the linearized form of

V

: (7)

holds only if

(8)

(9)

This is, of course, the correct equation at the string tree level.

Let us next look at the linearized equations (Eq.(l)) which take

into account the one-loop string effects. It is immediately clear from the

structure of Eq.(7) that the nilpotency of QBTJOT woul<i lead to this equation

if we let

such that

The solution is obviously

x< \ •£$

- h

(10)

k2

(ID

(12)

where (1/Q)™, is the Greene function for a massless field in D « 26.

He thus see that the effect of the loop correction is to change the metric

in a "non-local" way. The constraints of Eq.(4) can now be written as
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T - I (13)

It is clear, therefore, that the effective Q,™™ defined from the modified

L's and L's of Eq.(13) also becomes non-local. Furthermore, the effective

action which would give rise to this QnjjST
has the form

d2c

This is also non-local since it is defined in terms of the modified metric.

3. NON-LOCAL EFFECT OUT OF STRING AMPLITUDES

The non-local effect of the string one-loop (torus T ) on the a-

model Lagrangian can easily be understood from the factorization of string

one-loop amplitudes.

It has been claimed in Ref.ll that the net effect of T 2 on the

o-model g-functions can be described by taking what is called the "thin-

tube limit", as is shown in Fig.l. If we have the limit when the tube

becomes infinitesimally thin, divergences occur from the tachyon (leading)

or the dilaton (non-leading) propagating in the thin tube [12]. Since the

vanishing g-function conditions, the background field equations and the

condition QDT,(.m * 0 should be equivalent to each other by conformal in-
y

variance of the o-model, we can expect analogous T effects on the condition
Q = 0 from the same thin tube limit.

Suppose we have a one-loop closed bosonic string amplitude with the

thin tube shown in Fig.l. If the radius of the tube is infinitesimal, we

can factorize the whole amplitude as [12,13]

4(T)(T) I

*i (ki V k ) r r rk* +

(15)

where A^ '(kj...,km;k) (or (kx denotes the m+1 point

amplitude with massless states (or tachyon) as the (ro+O.-th particle. (The

index h is for the genus of the Riemann surface). To see the effect of

the one-loop tadpole amplitude, we take m * 0 in Eq.(15)
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(16)

The physical significance of Eq.(16) is that a tachyon (or dilaton) is emitted

from an S ,

the strength A<T)(k)

travels with its propagator and disappears into the vacuum with

< ) (or A<D)(k)).

From the viewpoint of the o-model defined on the S , the effect of

T can be seen only in the thin tube limit as in the case of p functions

[7,11]. The T effect out of Eq.(16) is therefore summarized as the

following new contribution to the • model action:

-4T)(x.) r—J

d26x- G ot(o)) 3/(c) (17)

where (1/ Q ) V v l and (l/(D + u )] , are the Green's function for the
A, A Ap A

dilaton and tachyon. The first term in Eq.(17) contributes to the "cosmological

constant" in d • 2, while the net effect of the second term is to replace

G v(X(v)) to the leading order in the a-raodel action by

" ~ 13 j 13
F 2

O(,X'

)!-"'

(18)

(19)

This effect is nothing else than the non-local term, which we have concluded

from the requirement of 0 B E S T " 0 in Eq.(14)!

A. DISCUSSIONS

He have seen that the consistency requirement of QgpaT " °

the string one-loop corrected background field equations necessarily

implies non-local corrections to QgjjgT- This non-local effect comes

essentially from the pinched thin tube, as in Fig.l. From the viewpoint

of ^'functions, this corresponds to the divergences arising from the dilation

propagator in the tube evaluated on-shell [7]. As is also shown in fief.U,
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•inc* thia affect due to the pinching naturally lncorporatee th« atring one-
loop correction* to t functiont throu§h atring amplitudea we auapect that
th« above non-local effect on Qgajf ii quits univeraal at hl|har ordari In
ganua or in fialda, «van in iuparatrtn| O I U I , Now tha equivalence
between tha vaniahlni B funotlona, tha condition Qjngw " 0 *nd tha background
field aquatlona in tarma of tha thin tuba pinohlni Unit baoooai phyilcally
clear.

In opan itrlng thaoriaa, Callan at al. (1*1 hava raoantly propoeed
« cancellation aachanlwn batwaan ona-loop and tht traa 1 M T anomaliei to
darlva tha ona-loop aorractiom to back|round (laid equation!. Via expect
a linillar argument in our boeonlc atring aaaa, baaad on tha U U T anoaaliea.
Tha diatinct ingredient of our praiant approach from tha former ii to conelder
tha oparator condition Q^g^ • 0 inataad of referring to tha atate condition
^BSST^^ " ° v^^h oroaa oapi or boundary atring atataa, Tha rlgoroue
proof of tha aquivalanca batwaan thaaa two approachea la itill to ba aaan
but our formulation la practically much note atalghtforward to daal with
cloaad boaonic (or auparitrlng) thaoriaa! Our nathod alao provldee avldanoa
for tha validity of tha thin tuba approximation aa wall aa tha faotorlaabllity
of tha loop amplitude* uaad in aarliar oalaulationa [11].
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Fig.l The one-loop amplitude in the thin tube limit factorizes
2 2

into the product of a T amplitude, an S amplitude and
a tachyon (leading) or massless (next leading) propagators.




